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About Cops 'n' Robbers™ Vegas Nights 

GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type 20 lines, 5 x 3 reel basic slot game

Theme Vegas, Robbery

GAME FEATURES



Dynamite Win Reel Modifier
Bert's Wild Giveaway Reel Modifier
Reel Raider Reel Modifier
Bert's Going Wild Reel Modifier
Find Bonzo a Bone Bonus
Spotlight Wilds Bonus
On The Run Bonus
Daylight Robberies Bonus

Variations

Return (%) 95,19

GAME DESIGN

Game Theme and Graphics

Bert and Bonzo head to Vegas! They’ll both interact with the 
game and help you collect as much swag as possible. But watch 
out! Things can quickly change when the police arrive. You need 
to make your getaway as quickly as possible!

Main Game

Cops ‘n’ Robbers  Vegas Nights has a 5x3 reel window with 20 ™
win lines. There are 4 modifiers that can randomly trigger during 
the base game. Look out for Bonus symbols on reels 1, 3 and 5. 
Once in view, you’ll be awarded one of the 4 bonuses. During a 
bonus, it’s possible to receive an upgrade to a higher value 
bonus. 

Dynamite Win Reel Modifier

Bert may blow up the reels after a losing spin, awarding a win or a 
bonus. He may do it more than once, adding wins together.



Bert's Wild Giveaway Reel Modifier

Bert may add extra Wild symbols to reel 5 which slide left each 
spin. He will keep adding them until he’s chased off.

Reel Raider Reel Modifier

Bert may swing in and slide copies of reel 1 across. Any new wins 
are paid.

Bert's Going Wild Reel Modifier

During the reel spin, Bert may run behind the reels and add one 
or more Wilds.

Find Bonzo A Bone Bonues

Awarded by two generic Bonus symbols on reels 1 and 3 and the 
corresponding Bonus symbol on reel 5. Bonzo will dig up cash 
prizes or an upgrade to a better bonus.

Spotlight Wilds Bonus

Awarded by two generic Bonus symbols on reels 1 and 3 and the 
corresponding Bonus symbol on reel 5. Each spin, the spotlight 
adds one or more Wilds to the reels. Start with 5 Free Spins. Win 
cash, more Free Spins, or upgrade to a better bonus. Moving to 
another bonus retains current winnings but cancels remaining 
Free Spins.



On The Run Bonus

Awarded by two generic Bonus symbols on reels 1 and 3 and the 
corresponding Bonus symbol on reel 5. Bert rolls his dice and 
moves around the board, and the Golden Trail, collecting cash as 
he goes. Landing on an arrow moves Bert into the Golden Trail. 
Bert has unlimited rolls in the Golden Trail until he lands on the 
exit arrow.

Bonzo spins the Vegas reel and may award additional bonuses 
and enhancements.

Additional bonuses might be:

Add Again: Adds price twice.
Get Ahead: Bert rolls again.
Nice Dice: Roll both dice. Multiply current stake by total.
Super Dice: Roll both dice. Multiply current stake by number 
generated.
Golden Trail: Move to the Golden Trail.
Bonus: Upgrade to Daylight Robberies Bonus.

If Sergeant Bell catches Bert, he goes into an ID parade. 

Daylight Robberies Bonus

Awarded by two generic Bonus symbols on reels 1 and 3 and the 
corresponding Bonus symbol on reel 5. Play unlimited Free Spins 
while Bert and Bonzo are out robbing. Bonzo’s Bouncing Wilds 
move from reel to reel every spin, and double wins when 

 After each robbery, more Bouncing Wilds are added. substituting.
Rob the casino and win total bet x1000 including bonus winnings 
so far.

Cop and Robber Symbols on reels 1 and 5 moves the robbers 
and cops below the reels. If the robbers get caught, Bert goes into 
an ID parade. 

Rules

All prizes are for combinations of a kind.
All prizes are for combinations left to right, except Scatters. 
Symbols pay from left to right and must be consecutive. All 
prizes are on selected lines, except Scatter.
All wins pay only on lines in play.
Scatter pay at any position on screen.
Scatter symbol may appear on all reels.
The award multiplier is multiplied with the bet per line (i.e. total 
bet/pay-lines).
Only the highest value symbol combination is paid on each 
pay-line. 
The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table 
available on the game interface.
Any game in progress for more than 2 hours will be completed 
and the corresponding prize, if any, will be deposited into the 
account.

Malfunction voids all pays and plays.

PAYTABLE

SYMBOL 5x 4x 3x 2x LINE SCATTER SPECIAL FUNCTION

500 200 50 2 x Substitutes all symbols except Bonus Scatter symbols

400 100 40 2 x

300 80 20 x

300 80 20 x



100 40 4 x

100 40 4 x

50 10 4 x

50 10 4 x

50 10 4 x

x Generic Bonus symbol must be on reels 1 and 3 / Reel 5 decides the awarded Bonus with individual Bonus 
symbols, see below

x Triggers Find Bonzo a Bone Bonus

x Triggers Spotlight Wilds Bonus

x Triggers On The Run Bonus

x Triggers Daylight Robberies Bonus

WIN LINES

:Win lines for Standard Spins

:Win lines for Daylight Robberies Bonus
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